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Executive Summary

• The Off-Site Sign Periodic Inspection Program (OSSPIP) database
contains information associated with the approximately 2.4
million square feet of off-site signage that is spread over 8,323
sign faces affixed to 5,620 structures throughout the City.

• Over 73 percent of the City’s digital off-site sign square footage is
located on signs with a surface area greater than 672 square feet.

• Our Office recommends providing removal, relocation, and
reconstruction agreement applicants multiple takedown ratio
options.

• Our Office recommends conducting further analysis of the
identified City owned parcels, which may be eligible for
relocation agreements.
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FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS

• What is the City’s Takedown Goal?

• Should the City allow the removal, relocation,
and reconstruction of off-site signs outside of
Sign Districts through Relocation Agreements
to achieve the City’s Takedown Goal?

• Should a range of takedown ratios and in-lieu
payments be included in the relocation
agreement framework?
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Takedown Ratio and In-Lieu Payments 

• The first option requires the removal of nine square feet of
static signage for the relocation and reconstruction of one
square foot of digital signage (9:1 ratio).

• The 9:1 ratio option would not require a corresponding
annual in-lieu payment to the City. However, ratios between
8:1 and 2:1 would require an annual in-lieu payment ranging
from $25,000 to $250,000.

• The 2:1 ratio is the lowest proposed ratio and would require
an annual in-lieu payment of $250,000 for a 672 sq. ft. sign.

• In-lieu payments are intended to mitigate static signs which
are not removed under the program.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
• The framework was designed to allow all existing and

future outdoor advertising companies to participate in
the off-site signage relocation program by allowing
annual payments in-lieu of takedowns.

• Our recommended framework does not prevent
existing and future outdoor advertising companies
from selling existing inventory to another company nor
does it prevent an outdoor advertising company from
purchasing inventory from another company.

• Our Office recommends conducting additional analysis
of the identified City owned parcels and the bifurcation
of the private and public options.
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